Agree or disagree with the following information I guarantee you won’t find anything
like this anywhere else.
Important to note there are three principles to keep in mind for all my material:
1. The Bible is the infallible Word of God. End of story.
2. National Israel is NOT “God’s Chosen People” or “God’s Covenant People” as many
so-called Christian leaders and profits of God keep saying. Jesus asked the Jewish
leaders, “How can you escape being condemned to hell?” God’s Chosen People,
really? Hopefully if read this series of articles with an open mind you will begin to
understand why I consider many in the Israel first re-build the Anti-Christ Temple
in Jerusalem crowd woefully mistaken. Even if the Jerusalem Temple is formally
re-built and the son of perdition takes up residence there it will be the
culmination of 2,000 years of purely evil events and not the totality of those
events which will be described subsequently.
3. The United States is beyond any doubt the MYSTERY, BABYLON spoken of in
Revelation 17 and therefore in the center of Biblical prophecy and by extension
today’s, and tomorrow’s, headlines.
I digress.
(Please note many profits of God claim anyone who questions the validity of Israel as
“God’s Chosen People” as anti-Semitic. My position is strictly Biblical; I personally
respect and support the nation of Israel and its precarious existence as a nation).

MYSTERY, BABYLON USA 5/17/16 (Updated February 2020)
Introduction
If you’re like me and have had enough of the profits of God and their comic book antiChrist here’s something to consider: There is not going to be some childish Damien
from the Omen anti-Christ barking orders from a re-built Hansel and Gretel Temple in
Jerusalem stamping the masses with triple sixes while Moses and Elijah run around on
CNN shooting people down with Divine flamethrowers.

Oh, and the good Christians

get ‘raptured’ away from all of this, so they have nothing to worry about. And the US
of A? Not involved in ‘end times’ events; it’s not even mentioned in the Bible. This is
a summary of many so-called and self-proclaimed ‘prophecy experts’.
Another important point: national Israel is not to be deified as God’s Chosen People.
if these profits of God bothered to read the Bible beyond Genesis 12 and skipping to
Revelation this would be readily obvious. I would concur that Israel’s resettlement of
the Promised Land starting in 1918 and culminating in nationhood in May 1948 IS a
significant prophetic event but that’s a whole story in and of itself. (Once again
please note many profits of God claim anyone who questions the validity of Israel as
“God’s Chosen People” as anti-Semitic. My position is strictly Biblical; I personally
respect and support the nation of Israel and its precarious existence as a nation).
Now let’s get serious.
There is no doubt that not only is the US mentioned in prophecy “she” IS the great
harlot and MOTHER OF ABOMINATIONS mentioned in Revelation 17. And the term
“anti-Christ” never appears in Revelation. But the image of the beast does. And who
better represents every reprehensible sin of mankind in a slick Garden of Eden like
way? That would be our (now former) Nobel Peace Prize winning so-called Christian
born-alive abortion homosexual marriage Saudi royalty bowing son of the Egyptian
Osiris the one and only Obama-Soetoro-Soebarkah.
The situation in Syria is just one example of how close we are to the brink of a
Biblical conflagration so let’s look at it quickly. Lurking in the background Obomball’s compassion for the people of Syria is the fuel for World War Three. The
sock puppet psychopaths including the mystery man of the hour himself and his band

of merry mass murderers umm merrymakers like John McCain want the Syrian
“rebels” armed to shoot down Russian planes and Hitlery Clinton the baby killer wants
a no-fly zone established against Mother Russia. You know to promote “democracy”
and “human rights” like this bunch did in Iraq and Libya. (But here those “human
rights” would not extend to a helpless baby who was “born alive” if he has his way
and this now extends to many high-level Democratic politicians including the
governors of NY and Virginia).
And if Mother Russia weren’t enough, he’s goading China into a major war over
questionable reasons in the South China Sea. So, we’re being rushed headlong into
World War 3 (this is now juxtaposed into the Chinese Corona Virus now affecting many
countries around the world but let’s stay on point).
Again, sorry to those waiting for their comic book anti-Christ; the image of the
serpent is running circles around us while many of the so-called evangelicals keep
looking elsewhere like the nation of Israel.
The upshot is this: “the whore” rides the beast and tries to control it with “filthy
lucre” (the “Federal” “Reserve” crowd) but the beast (i.e., the world) hates the
United States (the whore) for all its manipulations, hypocrisy, broken promises and
psychopathic desire for endless wars and will decide to “burn her with fire”. Lest this
sounds like some America hating George Soros like group of useful idiot clowns, there
are a couple of other reasons why the world would want to get rid of the US. First, if
you’re going to control the world (or try to anyway) one must knock off the most
powerful military in the world or if at least the nation behind it (2020 update: Corona
Virus anyone?) to soften things up. And to top it off there’s jealousy. A jealousy not
of today’s ‘deep state’ controlled America just mentioned but of the remnants of the
nation formerly known as America, mine and your America before the Federal Reserve
crowd termites turned it into the Godless, atheistic, hollowed out and divided nation
it has become.
So does this sound like a plausible scenario?
Does this sound like Revelation or current events?
Or both?

MYSTERY, BABYLON USA Part 1 The O-bama-Nation of Desolation
5/24/16
In a recent article I make the case why there’s absolutely no doubt that many of the
more well-known prophecy scholars are just plain wrong on just about everything.
This goes especially for those clueless wonders that refer to today’s national Israel as
“God’s Chosen People”. But there’s time for that in a future article. The point here
is that if Israel is not the focal point of the Revelation like so many of the experts
claim then who is? My contention is there is absolutely no doubt that MYSTERY,
BABLYON is none other than the US of A.
People may ask how the US can be the evil entity described in Revelation. For
starters, the US not only funded Hitler but gave him a lot of his ideas about eugenics
and racial hygiene (or that idea that white northeastern liberals and Bill Gates should
run things and ultimately decide who lives and who dies). This is covered more deeply
in my second book The UN-American Genocidal Complex posted on my web site.
And it wasn’t just the Nazis that the Anglo-American “Grand Chessboard” players (to
quote a book title written by Rockefeller Eastern Establishment underling Zbigniew
Brzezinski) set up. The Theory of Evolution was used as the so-called scientific
battering ram to eviscerate God out of many societies (including ours) and used as
justification by Karl Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and Mao (several hundred million killed
between them) to position the state as God’s replacement.

Hence many Anglo-

American eugenicists are indistinguishable from the likes of Adolf Hitler. Hitler just
made the mistake of being open about his beliefs…and open about implementing
them.
The point for now is the unmitigated evil that evolution has spawned and the fact
that its origin was right here in America (with lots of help from our evil twin,
England).
Let’s get to the ‘abomination of desolation’ or the O-bamanation of desolation.
First, let’s get this straight: There is no singular anti-Christ mentioned anywhere in
Revelation as many of the profits of God have led us to believe. It’s only mentioned
in 1 and 2 John and then in the context of a ‘spirit of anti-Christ’. So even if there

will be a one world charismatic leader barking out orders from a re-built Solomon’s
Temple in Jerusalem it will be the culmination of the works of Satan over the last two
thousand years and not the totality of those works. (Some of the examples of these
ongoing works would be say endless wars, abortion, The UN-American Genocidal
Complex, Hitler, Stalin, Mao and on and on).
But there is an “image of the beast” mentioned in Revelation.
And what better way to describe the multi-named scam in the White House but as an
image? Let’s take a brief look at this man of mystery:
A. He has at least 3 places of birth Kenya and two separate hospitals in Hawaii
1. Kenya
Kenyan-born Obama all set for US Senate (Sunday Standard, Sunday June 27,
2004 http://standardmedia.co.ke/). The headline is self-explanatory.
2. Kapi’olani Hospital in Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii governor announces ‘exact’ place of Obama birth (WorldNetDaily, May 5, 2010
wnd.com)
The article quotes then governor of Hawaii Linda Lingle who claims, “the president
was, in fact, born at Kapi’olani Hospital in Honolulu, Hawaii.”
3. Queen’s Medical Center, Honolulu, Hawaii
News sites swap Obama’s birthplace like magic: UPI, Snopes change location within
hours of WND report (WorldNetDaily, July 30, 2009 wnd.com)
The article posts a screenshot of Snopes.com which lists Queen’s Medical Center in
Honolulu as Obama’s birthplace.
B. The birth certificate posted by the White House itself has multiple anomalies
This horse has been beaten, the use of terms that weren’t even employed in 1961
when this fraud was allegedly born, the font that comes from a typewriter that didn’t

exist in 1961, etc. (See WorldNetDaily Deception evidence reaches Oval Office? July
11, 2011 and Irrefutable proof of Obama forgery July 17, 2011 on wnd.com)
C. Obama never attended Columbia University
Nobody can remember this con man with all the charisma who supposedly attended
Columbia University in the early 1980s, he doesn’t appear in any school photos or
yearbooks, etc. James David Manning who operates Atlah Ministries in Harlem, New
York City convened a citizen’s grand jury that vetted all the information or lack
thereof on Obama’s supposedly undergraduate school
(http://atlah.org/?s=Columbia&x=27&y=13).
D. Obama’s Social Security Number is open to speculation
Many sources claim the number he’s currently using is for a dead guy in Connecticut,
a state he never lived or worked in. And the sitting president can’t even get past EVerify. E-Verify ‘flags’ Obama’s Social Security Number (WorldNetDaily, September
12, 2011 wnd.com)
E. Everyone calls him Obama
His common name is Obama, but this guy has more names than a Manhattan phone
book. Some of these include Barack Obama, Barack Hussein Obama, Soebarkah and
Barry Soetoro.
See How many names does the president have? (WorldNetDaily, August 19, 2010
wnd.com)
F. There are multiple theories concerning the identity of his real father
Malcolm X, the exchange student from Kenya, some religious leader from Asia whose
name escapes me right now and on and on. The point isn’t to go down another rabbit
trail trying to figure out yet another mystery as to who this guy really is. The point is
that we have a sitting president who is so mysterious we don’t even know the identity
of his actual father.

G. His own ‘autobiography’ was probably ghost written
WorldNetDaily writer makes the case that Obama didn’t even write his own
autobiography, “Dreams From My Father”.

And he also makes the case that the

entire timeline of Obama’s life doesn’t add up. Again, this is another rabbit trail I
won’t go down as others have. The point is the once again the mystery and questions
surrounding Obama seem to have no bounds.
And of course, Obama has spent millions fighting Freedom of Information Act requests
and lawsuits aimed at obtaining anything about his background including a physical
birth certificate, college transcripts, social security records, employment records,
etc.
In summary, we have established Obama’s background and very identity are a
combination of endless enigmas and complete fabrications.

The guy spans the

complete spectrum of human depravity. Consider this: his evil spans from taking us
to the brink of World War 3 with Russia and China to voting against something called
The Born Alive Infant Abortion Protection Act….four times.

Mystery Babylon USA Part 2 -- The Obama-Nation of
Desolation Is Here and You Need to Pay Attention Part 2
Thursday, May 26, 2016 4:59
Previously it was established that Obama is really nothing but a mirage, an image if
you will.
In addition to pointing out soon to happen current events as spelled out in the Bible’s
cryptic language I will continue to explore why I believe Obama is the prime
candidate for the image of the beast mentioned in Revelation 13 (but again NOT some
comic book “anti-Christ”).
But I digress. Let’s look at what God considers an abomination in the Book of
Proverbs chapter 6:
14

Frowardness is in his heart, he deviseth mischief continually; he soweth

discord.Find>
15

Therefore shall his calamity come suddenly; suddenly shall he be broken without

remedy.
16

These six things doth the LORD hate: yea, seven are an abomination unto him:

17

A proud look, a lying tongue, and hands that shed innocent blood,

18

An heart that deviseth wicked imaginations, feet that be swift in running to

mischief,
19

A false witness that speaketh lies, and he that soweth discord among brethren.

I threw in the part about “his calamity came suddenly” as this jibes with the proper
interpretation of Revelation 17-18 as to the final judgment of MYSTERY, BABYLON.
In the Bible numbers have deep meaning. The number 7 implies Divine completeness
(the most obvious examples include the 7-day creation period and Joshua’s 7-day
march around Jericho led by 7 priests before ravaging the whole place) and it’s
pervasive throughout Revelation. In this case if it can be established that someone
meets all 7 characteristics it would mean that person is a complete abomination in

God’s eyes. Let’s look at these 7 characteristics listed and see if Obama is an
“abomination” by the Proverbs 6 standard.
1. A proud look – Obama, not unlike all self-serving political whores, craves the
camera. But he seems to relish the limelight more than the rest of the
cockroaches. And it’s hard to ignore the ease and comfort he conveys as he
talks down to us little people.
Number 1, check.
2. A lying tongue – All politicians lie but this guy takes it to a new level. He knows
he’s blatantly lying as he’s speaking and then he has the audacity to laugh
about it. The first one is the “if you like your plan you can keep your plan”
bullstuff and who can forget the image, no pun intended, of Obama laughing at
the $800+ billion that was spent on ‘shovel ready jobs’ that weren’t there.
Basically, every time this guy speaks, he knows he’s lying and everyone around
him knows he’s lying. But the Obama reality show goes on.
Number 2, check.
3. Hands that shed innocent blood-This is almost too easy. In addition, the endless
wars this guy carries over like a good little president he voted AGAINST
something called The Born Alive Infant Abortion Protection Act while an Illinois
state senator….four times. So, the first so-called black president takes Hitler
fan Margaret Sanger’s self-proclaimed ‘negro project’ American Birth Control
League (which we know today as Planned Parenthood) to a whole new level. As
if literally sucking the blood out of a partially born baby were not enough, he
would legalize killing them AFTER they’re born.
Number 3, double check.
4. A heart that deviseth wicked imaginations. Just look at what this psychopath is
doing to this country and in fact the world. His insane actions on everything
from legalizing and mainstreaming pedophilia to sinking us into economic
oblivion to goading Russia and China into World War 3 are indicative of one
whose imaginations are on a level of wickedness equal to Satan himself.
Number 4, check.
5. Feet that be swift running to mischief. This guy can’t get enough of running
around the world and normalizing relations with other evil regimes while
spreading hatred and discord wherever he goes. And he’s always one for
making deals with every scummy regime in the world like Iran while literally
bowing to others like Saudi Arabia and then maybe taking in a Bilderberg
Conference or two. And who can forget his numerous visits to the UN-Dead,

the Rockefeller established conglomeration of nature freaks, tin pot dictator
thugs, devil worshippers and psychopaths at the United Nations.
Number 5, check.
6. A false witness that speaketh lies. This would seem to overlap with 2 above
but there’s some deeper meaning here. The two witnesses of Revelation were
speaking of God. Here this abomination is witnessing about himself as he
proclaims that he himself is God. I’m going to go out on a limb here; Obama is
so corrupt and self-aggrandizing that he really does believe he is God…and can
anyone watching him deny his unprecedented arrogance?
Number 6, check.
7. He that soweth discord among brethren. Can anyone deny that this guy thrives
on friction and feeds on animosity between groups? He attacks and belittles his
own country; the same one that handed him the presidency (well he had a lot
of help from the Eastern Establishment but that’s not the point right now). He
pits rich against poor with his self-proclaimed “spread the wealth” mantra. He
bends over backwards to assist illegals, not help them but rather to make them
wards of the state. This then pits them against US citizens as the latter are
robbed at gunpoint by the IRSS to pay for it all. He conjures up things like the
2009 Missouri Information Analysis Center (MIAC) Report, which forces law
enforcement to bust law-abiding citizens for say opposing abortion or the
illegal Federal Reserve scam. He stokes the fires of racial animosity every
chance he gets so now we have black versus white to add to all this. He forces
parents to fight with their school boards as their kids are forced to situations
where grown men can legally walk and gawk in the girls’ locker room. And on
and on it goes.
Number 7, check.
With sinful man it’s undeniable that throughout history and even amongst the scummy
politicians of today many fit all 7 of these characteristics but this guy takes a lot of it
to a new level.
And much more importantly he happens to be the president of the ONLY country in
world history founded on Godly principles and the Bible. Our founders, while
imperfect, did hand us the greatest political system in the history of the world; a
system firmly based on the Old and New Testaments. And then the slick packaged
con man comes and takes a wrecking ball to that whole system. God will not be
mocked says Paul in Galatians. This guy not only mocks God and His body, the

Christians (and no for the thousandth time NOT national Israel), but he rips Him out of
society and spits on Him as he throws Him out the door. And don’t forget the time he
had the image of a crucified Christ covered over as he gave a speech at the University
of Notre Dame…
Check out this passage from Matthew 11:
20

Then began he to upbraid the cities wherein most of his mighty works were done,

because they repented not:
21

Woe unto thee, Chorazin! woe unto thee, Bethsaida! for if the mighty works, which

were done in you, had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented long
ago in sackcloth and ashes.
22

But I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of

judgment, than for you.
23

And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be brought down to

hell: for if the mighty works, which have been done in thee, had been done in Sodom,
it would have remained until this day.
24

But I say unto you, That it shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom in the day

of judgment, than for thee.
For the record Sodom was hit with a Divine hailstorm. Here Jesus is talking to God’s
so-called Chosen People but just discussed the US of A was at one time a political
miracle founded on Biblical principles. How much worse are we than even the Jewish
religious leaders that were about to crucify Him to whom He was speaking to live?
This explains why God will allow a military coalition of our enemies (which is just
about the entire world right now) to undertake a sudden nuclear and/or EMP attack
(and maybe some cyber-attack or mysterious virus thrown in for good measure) that
will be absolutely well Biblical in nature as the entire country falls into the utter
chaos wrought by such an event. And for the record it’s not God’s fault; it’s ours for
allowing the framework for all this to fall into place.

The Obama-Nation of Desolation Part 3: The "Sun" of God
Friday, June 3, 2016 3:35

On my web site refer to this link for background for a foundation for this article,
http://www.theoryoflivevolution.com/occultismofnumbers.html
For our purposes here the upshot is that our criminal overlords are obsessed with
numbers. In fact, the aforementioned video makes the case that the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil wasn’t some silly apple tree but a symbol of the
“knowledge” of God’s creation or the ability to use numbers to build anything and
understand everything. This is why those involved in the occult which would include
our criminal Illuminati overlords are so obsessed with numbers and numerology.
Keep in the back of your mind Genesis 3 where Satan tells Adam and Eve, “your eyes
shall be opened ye shall be as gods”.
For this relatively short article here are a few numbers that tie to Barack ObamaNation:
30: Check out this quote:
We predict a mystical-pantheism as the religion tomorrow….There will not be
churches, but a church…Since the earth is the habitat of humanity, it is also the
common property of all men…The World State will provide and maintain community
hospitals, sanitariums, and clinics…Physicians will be paid by the state and their
entire professional services will be absorbed by the state…Every citizen will enjoy
these health benefits and guarantees…Quotas will be placed upon all professions, in
each of the zones of the world state (Rosicrucian Digest, June 1941 quoted from
“Masonic and Occult Symbols Illustrated” by Dr. Cathy Burns, p 178)
Sounds just like Obama-Nation Care doesn’t it? Well it just so happens that the bane
of all “conspiracy theorists” known as Skull and Bones carries as its logo the infamous
322. And this number just so happens to be the founding date of the Georgia
Guidestones, March 22, 1980. (The Spring Equinox is generally regarded as March 22
and is associated with the Mother Goddess Egyptian goddess Isis, Greek Artemis,
Roman Diana, e.g., the Whore of Babylon).

Very briefly, the Guidestones located in Elberton Georgia are considered America’s
Stonehenge. In the way of background, it will help if you take the time to read this
link on my web site.
http://www.theoryoflivevolution.com/files/322_Georgia_Guidestones.pdf
The Guidestones are pictured on the front cover of my second book, “The UNAmerican Genocidal Complex”
For our purposes here the Georgia Guidestones have etched in stone what I have
dubbed “The Anti-10 Commandments” which basically call for the elimination of 90%
of the world’s population and the establishment of a world government for the 10%
that’s left. The man who facilitated the construction and provided the funds was a
mysterious character that went by the name Robert Christian whose initials RC is
symbolic of the Rosicrucians.
The point right now is that Obama-nation Care was completed on March 22, 2010 and
signed into law on March 23, 2010 or exactly 30 years to the date of the founding of
the Georgia Guidestones. According to Luke 3:23 Jesus began His ministry at 30 years
of age.
Some may recall everyone asking what the big rush is to get the so-called healthcare
bill signed so fast. It was as if there was some mysterious deadline. In isolation this
may very well be a coincidence. But in the aggregate, it fits right in with this “image
of the beast”…
44: In “The Secret History of the World” Oxford historian Mark Booth indicates that 44
represents the unification of male and female based on the numerology of “Ancient”
Hebrew. The Greed god Hermes or the “sun” of god represents the unification of male
and female or the Rose and the Cross, respectively (see brief discussion on the
Rosicrucians above). And now it’s 2016 in MYSTERY, BABYLON USA. Interestingly
enough Mr. Booth also equates the hero of Freemasonry Hiram Abiff with the
aforementioned Robert Christian (or “Saint Germaine” who was discussed at length in
Section 3 of “THEorY of LIVEvolution” available for a small donation on my web site).
And of course, we have the unknown man of mystery the enigmatic Obama-Nation

coming out of nowhere to be the 44th president of these United States. And Hiram
Abiff equates to the Egyptian sun god Osiris who in turn equates to copious other sun
gods throughout the world past and present including the Babylonian Marduk,
Canaanite Baal, the Egyptian On and Ra, the Greek Apollo (think Apollyon from
Revelation Chapter 9) and Zeus and the Roman Jupiter amongst many others. These
all equate to the ‘Divine Father’ in all these cultures. And of course, several of these
sun gods relate to a certain golden calf of Exodus if you believe that sort of thing.
And finally, 44 also represents the son or ‘sun’ of the sun god Osiris known as Horus.
216: In Chapter 2 part 1 (link above) it was established that this guy’s birthplace AND
birth certificate are complete mysteries. So, he has no ‘official’ birth date. But he
claims August 4 as his birthday. Well this just so happens to be the 216th day of the
year. And it just so happens that 6x6x6 = 216. This is VERY significant in this
context. Where else do we see three 6s? Why of course Revelation 13 where it tells
us to calculate or count the number of the beast. Well we have 6x6x6 here AND
6+6+6=18 just so happens to represent the 18th or Rose Cross (i.e., Rosicrucian
degree) of Freemasonry. Circle back to Robert Christian and the Georgia Guidestones
discussion above.
So let’s take a look at whom we have running the White House: a complete enigma
born on the 6x6x6 day of the year who “The Establishment” paraded in front of “the
imbecile majority” as “our” next leader who just so happens to be the 44th President
who brought us the Rosicrucian based health care debacle 30 years to the day of the
founding day of the Georgia Guidestones that call for the death of 90% of humanity
that were founded on Skull and Bones day, 3/22 or March 22, 1980.
The following list regarding the Obama-Nation man of mystery was discussed in Part 2
of this ‘book’ and is reproduced here for convenience:
1. At least 3 documented places of birth
-Kapi’olani Medical Center (Obama letter to Kapi’olani 1/24/09)
Queens Medical Center (Snopes.com 7/7/09)
-Get in the Fight! Tithe to our Ministry and Help Finish Recording God's Word Seen
on Every Page!

-Kenya (NPR 10/9/08, Nigerian Observer 4/11/08, Kenya Sunday Standard 6/27/04)
2. Has yet to produce a valid birth certificate from Hawaii. Multiple document
experts have stated the one produced in April 2011 is a fraud.
3. The story of the Birth Certificate itself has changed multiple times.
4. His latest of multiple social security numbers is registered for a deceased man in
Connecticut, a state where he never resided.
5. His Selective Service Registration has multiple anomalies and anachronisms.
6. WordNet Daily writer Jack Cashill claims his “autobiographies” are ghost written
7. Harlem pastor James David Manning has established there are no records or people
that can establish he was ever at Columbia University his supposed undergraduate
school.
8. All his academic records from kindergarten through college are sealed.
9. Also sealed: adoption records, medical records, Illinois state senate records.
10. As a supposed Chicago sports fan couldn’t name a single player on his supposed
favorite Chicago White Sox.
In isolation any one of these doesn’t amount to much (realize whole books have been
written about his mysterious background so these just barely scratch the surface). But
in the aggregate, they raise a very disturbing reality: we literally don’t know who this
guy is.
This “conspiracy theorist” will be happy if we just get his name right. Let’s look at
some of the candidates:
•
•
•
•
•

Barack Obama
Barack Hussein Obama
Barack Hussein Obama II
Barry Soetoro
Soebarkah

These first five have been documented; here are some more guesses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tehuti
Thoth
Anubis
Horus
Moloch
Baal
Hermes Thrice Great
Bacchus
Hiram Abiff
Krishna
Odin
Jubalon
Master M
Saint Germain
Robert Christian
Christian Rose Cross
The “Great One”
The “Hidden One”

This conspiracy kook will settle for Leeland Gaunt of Steven King’s movie “Needful
Things” (which will be the focus of the next article).
For now, we shouldn’t be surprised he has so many names; after all he takes after his
mother, she of 10,000 names. Speaking of his mother, she is represented by the silver
moon and the right column of Freemason symbolism. This recalls the Egyptian goddess
Isis or the Queen of Heaven…the MOTHER OF HARLOTS or Whore of Babylon. And
we’ve already discussed his symbolic father or sun god above.
Here

are

the

columns

of

Ra/Osiris/Mithras/Zeus/Jupiter

etc.

the
on

the

Freemasons:
left

and

Father
Mother

sun

moon

god

goddess

Isis/Diana/Gaia/MOTHER OF HARLOTS etc. on the right with their “sun” Horus or allseeing eye in between...yes it’s the same open eye on the back of “your” dollar bill.
The same eye mentioned by a certain serpent in the Garden of Eden features
prominently. I’ll let the word LUCIFER speak for itself:

(image taken off Google)

Archway of Baal (September 2018) looking directly at the goddess Minerva as she
stands above a pregnant goddess Columbia (think Gaia, Isis, Mother Earth, etc. or THE
MOTHER OF HARLOTS for short) otherwise known as the Capitol Dome (image from
eyeopeningtruth.com). And what stands behind this photo? The 555.0 foot (6,660
inch) tall erect phallus of Baal/Osiris/Apollyon which we can assume ‘impregnated’
Columbia otherwise known as the Washington Monument.
And here is our image of a president brought to us by our very own Brotherhood of
Death, the 322 boys at Skull and Bones as he’s placed between the sun and moon
columns. This is basically telling us imbeciles, “here is your sun god (Pharaoh) brought
to you courtesy of us, your controllers”:

(image taken off Google)
Finally, regarding this multi-named image occupying the Oval Office we must ask our
Skull and Bones Illuminati overlords, “Is this the man”?

The Obama-Nation of Desolation Part 4: What's Your Needful
Thing?

Wednesday, June 8, 2016 4:51

Although he lives in Maine, Steven King is a typical Hollyweird liberal progressive
hack. But I must admit I am a fan of many of his books and movies and respect his
intelligence (I also respect Hillary Clinton’s intelligence…). Anyway, in ”Needful
Things” he wrote the book and the movie on one Barrack Obama-Nation, the
consummate image of the beast (not the comic book anti-Christ for the umpteenth
time).
The basic plot of the movie is a mysterious character by the name of Leland Gaunt
pulls up to a sleepy New England town in his long black Cadillac and sets up in a small
novelty store. People are attracted to Gaunt’s alluring personality as well as all the
‘free’ stuff Leland has for them. Little Johnnie sees a comic book and Leland already
knows he’s attracted to it. So, Johnnie gets his comic book for ‘free’, but he must do
Mr. Gaunt a favor. Mr. Smith did this so go slash his tires. Then Mr. Smith comes in
later and sees say a new TV. Gaunt gives him the ‘free’ TV but tells him Mrs. Jones
slashed his tires. So, Smith throws some rocks through her windows. Mrs. Jones
comes in for a different trinket which of course she gets for “free” but it was Mr.
Jackson who broke her windows so she might go and kill the man’s cat. Ultimately
the entire town is driven to the point of utter chaos as people come out into the
streets looking for blood and revenge all due to the mysterious Leland Guant and his
manipulations. And Leland glides off in his black Cadillac unharmed in the end.
It has been a few years since I’ve seen the movie so the aforementioned isn’t entirely
accurate but the point is that Leland Gaunt (an obvious symbol of Satan himself)
controls the townspeople the way Barack Obama-Nation controls the nation via the
“free” money issued by the scam Federal Reserve system. Think about how he (and
by extension the system behind him) manipulates the entire population. He heaps
hundreds of millions of dollars on illegal aliens, but veterans are literally left out in
the cold to die. There’s enough money to keep millions dependent on welfare while
working class people are saddled with the taxes to pay for it all. This engenders
hatred between these two classes of people. Social security and pensions of American

workers are cut but we have trillions to give away to the “free” education system and
welfare state. Millions are kept dependent on “free” welfare and more hatred is
developed. Old people demand that their social security payments be kept up but
young people, who know they’ll never get social security, now hate the old people
because they’re living too long. So now we have young versus old. Or the most
popular seems to be ‘tax the rich’. The term “rich” is never clearly defined and it
seems that most Americans define as anyone having more money than them. So now
we have “rich” versus “poor”.
And the son of a white mother makes racial tensioning an art form.

He doesn’t try

to rationalize with people and bring them together. Instead he brings the useful idiot
Al Sharpton into the White House. Whole books can be written on this guy but suffice
it to say if you want to fan the flames of white versus black animosity media whore Al
is your guy.
Barrack Obama-Nation didn’t give us this “Needful Things” system but he is taking the
ongoing minority versus white, citizen versus non-citizen, young versus old conflicts to
a whole new level. Where this is all leading us is to absolute mayhem of a Black
Friday event times a million. There will be hatred, discord, rioting and conflagration
of Biblical proportions when the “free” money of Leland Gaunt’s Federal Reserve
system goes bust. But people won’t understand; they’ll believe what the politicians
like Obama-Nation have been telling them, it’s “the rich” or “white privilege” or
whatever it takes to bring about the utter chaos from which our criminal Illuminati
overlords will seek their order. In other words, the climax of “Needful Things” is
what is headed our way. And when the rest of the world sees this societal breakdown
and nobody really steering the good ship US of A they may start to wonder who really
controls things around here like say the most powerful nuclear arsenal in the world.
This would seem to invite a pre-emptive attack by an entire world that either hates us
or will look at us as some kind of national insane asylum.
Just like his ideological father, Satan himself, Obama-Nation feeds off the hatred; he
craves it. It is his very lifeblood. His mentor, the white liberal devil and hero of one
Hillary Clinton, Saul Alinsky literally dedicated his book “Rules for Radicals” to
Lucifer.

Maybe there’s more to that than some kind of sick joke.
May I suggest as part of any preparations you don’t forget about God’s Simple
Salvation Plan available here
http://www.theoryoflivevolution.com/files/God%27s_Simple_Salvation_Plan.pdf

For a more detailed look at these items see The Numerology of Obamanation next.
And afterwards I really hope I’m wrong but…

https://theoryoflivevolution.com/mysterybabylon.html

